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APRIL 13, 2021

fI.E. Joseph R. Biden, Jr.
President of the United States of America

H.E. Nancy Pelosi
Speaker, U.S. House of Representatives
H.E. Chuck Schumer
Majority Leader, U.S. Senate
Re:

Year after My April 14, 2020 "Open Letter" M/O Novel Coronavirus Aka Covid19
Aka "2019-n-CoV" or "2019-nCoV" Compensation Is Due from China; and If We Were
Pearl Harbored, Then Reparations too.
-

1

-

flonorable President Biden, Speaker Pelosi, and Majority Leader Schumer:

As an un-conflicted American, [ love and admire the Chinese culture; always have, and find
Confucius wiser as age. With God's Grace I and my family survived Covid19 on or about
March 29, 2020. Treating this Virus as a cancer case that I needed to crack, and alter learning
biochemistry and epidemiology during an intense effort, I did so, and a year ago, on April 14,
|

2020, I wrote a 6-page "Open Letter" to then-President Trump, Speaker Pelosi and then-Senate
Majority Leader (""OL"; copy enclosed, with uniform spelling (of "Wuhan"), and for POTUS,
emailed it to a former Marine: Deputy NSA Matt Pottinger at 8:31pm. In the OL, I had the
science, the facts, and recommendations, including, bringing our "supply chains" home. The next
day, April 15, 2020, about p.m. the United States opened a preliminary investigation into infer
alia the origin of SARS-CoV2 from PLA-run Wuhan Virology Lab, and the motives of (CCP
China in causing its global-spread without sounding a pandemic-alarm directly or thru the WHO.
I remain grateful for the start (of the April 15, 2020 "all hands on deck" Investigation.
1

JN

It remains an open secret that my analysis was and is correct, and that this is a lab-created
Frankenstein that transplanted the "Spike Glycoprotein(S)" ("Spike") from Bats a unique
-

feature in bats, as they are either "cold" or "warm" blooded, and still, a warm Bat can procreate
with a cold Bat duc to the "Spike." OL at 3. I called "Covid19," aka "WuhanVirus," a Trojan
Horse, as its Spike feature does not cause our immune system to sound an alarm upon infection
(and the 'T-cells remain asleep). Disturbingly, CCP has not turned over, to this day, the genome
of Patient Zero who was admitted in Wuhan hospital on or about December 1, 2019, while a
a
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different protein string-virus was released on or about December 31, 2019 at the Wuhan Wet
Market. The animal farms about a 1000 miles away from Wuhan, did not experience a Covidl9
outbreak, thereby decimating the WHO's coddled-team's report, after a 3-hour chaperonced visit
to the Wuhan Virology lab, falsely asserting a virus jump from an animal to a human.

WHO dishonored its high fiduciary obligations, and did not promptly alert the leaders of every
nation that a pandemic was afoot and ask to lock-down CCP's China. President Trump said we
were fighting an invisible enemy. I disagree; the cascading events in just the South China Sea
from creating Mischief Reef, to sinking of Filipino Fishing boats with Fishermen to their death,
to sinking Vietnamese Fishing boats, to the recent squatting of 245 Chinese Militia ships, lashed
together to appear as part of "9-Dashes" in Philippines' Exclusive Economic Zone are in
violation of inter alia the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea ("UNCLOS"). The Virus is
surely invisible, but this string of protein, despite its lab-based default programing, has no animus
towards us and docs not benefit by causing death and destruction and by my last count, our
needlessly dead well exceed our losses at Pearl Harbor. A substantial question arises: is Covid19
a biowarfare agent? The death and destruction we have suffered suggests a motivated animus,
which is a human phenomena that renders us unworthy in the eyes of God.
-

-

-

Despite Truth-in-Labeling laws, CCP has succeeded in blocking this Virus from being originlabeled by deeming it racist. Our misguided citizens criminally attacking innocent law-abiding
Asian-Americans has provided cover, while shaming us as a nation that celebrates diversity, and
staining E Pluribus Unum. Our shameful chapter of interning innocent and loyal JapaneseAmericans during WWII, when we did no such thing to German-Americans while fighting Nazi
Germany, is a lesson we necd to learn perpetually, exactly, as Kristallnacht teaches: remember
always. It is a singularly important ingredient in our cffort to form a more perfect union a point
recently well made by Secretary Blinken in Anchorage.
-

write to scck from you dear and respected President Biden, given your distinguished tenure and
natural God-given abilitics a clear American policy both as to our injury from Covid19 and
holding the sending-nation reasonably responsible (turnover all biomedical information,
indemnify our losses, etc), and to restore global peace and security, by avoiding a war if we can.
Indeed, pre-Covid19, troubled by the years-long effort by China to create Mischief Reef into a
military base, in September 2017, | had a respectful conversation with China's distinguished F FM
Wang Yi, which in sum and substance, I explained the above facts and said, you are inviting a
little war now or a big war later, and since | don't like wars, | prefer a1 little war now. Minister
Wang, with concern, immediately responded: No war! No war!, and left to end this conversation.
I

-

-

Diplomacy is always needed, even to arrange a surrender to end a war. It has been reported that
President Xi, whom I consider to be at least as much an exceptional mastermind as Chairman
Mao was, if not more, has asked his diplomatic corps to unsheathe their swords to be Wolf
Warriors a function or definition that defies diplomacy, even as it weaponizes it. Given that
backdrop, we, as hosts at Captain Hook Hotel in Anchorage on March 18, 2021 instead of a
protocol-based public welcome, private candid talks, and a public press conference at the end
started with our honest expressions in public. In a moment that evokes albeit, in part a
declaration of independence [sadly, from us], CCP's Foreign Affairs Chief Yang Jiechi
cffortlessly responded in public, what I believe was intended for private talks. We are at the cusp
ofa modern day Gordion Knot.
-

-

-

-
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While I take note of William Stanton's recent April 9, 2021 piece on "Agents of Influence,"
particularly take note of former NSA I{.R. McMaster's May 2020 piece in The Atlantic, entitled
"How China Sees the World," freely admit that it was our then-President Nixon who opened the
world for China and granted CCP a permanent seat on the UNSC. Whether we have 1 rulcs-based
or law-based system of sovereigns co-existing in the comity of nations, we ought not be in the
position of having to pick between the ever-reasonable and well-calibrated go-along and getalong Neville Chamberlain or Winston Churchill as being necessary to maintain our cherished
freedoms and never surrender our sovereignty. Methinks, a new joint Yalta and Brentwood
|

|

a

Conference is needed, before over-due structural reforms can occur, and global peace and
security re-harnessed, without endless regional wars.

Mr. President, you and I have had several meaningful exchanges, including, in the White House,
and most relevantly, in the UN's Hall of Flags in Fall 2015 when I urged you to run in 2016, as
an election you were born for to revive the American Dream. The American Dream belongs
more to everyday Americans, than Wall Streeters, custodians of international money and achiever
of maximum profit, as it was everyday Americans in 1814 who during heavy bombardment of
Fort McHenry, kept our Flag high by paying the ultimate sacrifice repeatedly, and caused Francis
Scott Key to pen our Star Spangled Banner. Please let it wave high, and free, in this 21* Century.
-

-

If I

can assist, as you wished of me during our substantive talk in the Hall of Flags, as a citizenpatriot, devastated by January 6" more than by 9/11, I would be happy to re-find diplomacy' S
respect-based ability to "round the edges" and fashion justice-based remedies that are equitable
as the Jesuits teach us everything must be. Sometimes, davening with the right Minyan helps to
be better able to turn swords into ploughshares. As Honor and WWIII walk into the ring to face
off, the time is now for your leadership to make foreign policy into domestic policy just as your
infrastructure plan is our OBOR/BRI within our borders. Retail solutions will not work in the
East or in the West; but, wholesale solutions will turn adversaries into allies. God Bless you, and
continue to Bless these united States of America I prefer "united," the verb.
-

-

-
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APRIL 14, 2020
H
Donald J. Trump
President of the United States of America

H.E, Nancy Pelosi
Speaker, U.S. House of Representatives

H.E, Addison Mitchell McConnell, Jr.
Majority Leader, U.S. Senate
Re:

Open Letter M/O Novel Coronavirus Aka Covidl9 Aka "2019-n-CoV" or "2019nCoV" Compensation [s Duc from China; and If We Were Pearl Harbored, Then
Reparations too.
-

-

{lonorable Messrs Trump, Pelosi, and McConnell:

Let me begin with three obvious facts: first, the Chinese civilization is a great one, with many
superlative contribution to humanity, including, empire building, martial arts, gun powder, tca.
and perhaps, best of all, Confucius (who famously said: May
you live in boring times); second,
[am a Blessed survivor of Coronavirus, that at 104.3 fever, when I was on fire for 2-3 days, [ was
at the surreal edge between live and death, where could calmly talk to God to allow me to live
so [ may serve and protect my family and serve the Greater Good. [n
my personal and intimate
experience, I labeled Covid19 as a 'l'rojan [lorse, as it obviously has a very friendly "handshake"
with every host's auto immune system to gain entry, before tuming to
destroy one's Walls of
Troy; and third, today the known global Covid(9 cases are 1,945,055, with 121,897 global
deaths, total US cases of $84,073 with 23,700 deaths, and New York, our epicenter, nearly
11,000 New Yorker have died. As a disclaimer, [am an American first, a registered Democrat
second, and I voted for Donald J. Trump in 2016. I applaud the President for standing up to
China's unfair trade with us, and im most troubled with her 24/7 global efforts to gain military
and economic superiority on land, air, water and space, well beyond OBOR, and her
conlinuing
and enhanced misbehavior in South China Sea, Finally, yesterday, I specifically tweeted to dear
Amb. Zhang Jun, China's PR, and to her bilateral Ambassador Cui as "fairness, respect and
personal honor requires me to invite you to respond to my Tweets I've made re China, WIIO and
Covid19." Unlike, on April 4, 2020, when PR Zhang and respectfully conversed on 'I'witter,
albeit, about the serious need for China to disclose the "Raw Truth" about Covid19, China's
distinguished diplomats incredulously maintained "radio silence," when being forthcoming was
|

|

-

|
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what was required

-

both as

a

duty, and as reciprocal honor.

Recently, on April 9, 2020, House Oversight and Reform's Ranker Jim Jordon, and his
colleagues, sent a gentle letter to Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, DG, of the WHO. [ join in
said letter, albcit, would not have been so gentle to a dishonest fiduciary, whose misconduct
proximately caused the world's public health to lay in ruins and the world's economies were sct
adrift from both fiscal and monetary policies.
{

WHO breached its fiduciary-forensic duties owed to the world, as it dishonestly enjoyed being
China's lap dog and purposefully issued false statements, and delayed declaring a pandemic so as
lo create a confusing record for nations' leaders, reasonably
causing miscalculation, I had in days
prior to Rep. Jordan's letter, called for an amendment to the UN Charter, to do away with the
moth-balled Trusteeship Council and to replace it with a new Public Ilealth UNSC, but named
"UN Pandemic Council," with 12 Permanent Members and 9 or 13 Rotating Members, charged
with Responsibility to Protect, a sovereignty-piercing power, and have OPCW, as well as a

reconstituted WHO, albcit, re-named, and then report to it. ] lam happy to say, Philippines
Foreign Minister, dear Teddy Locsin has publicly on Twitter approved my proposal, and other
nations' Permanent Representatives have expressed interest in also supporting such a change to
surgically remove the corruption-cancer and establish "clean margins" for honest fiduciaryforensics to protect the global Public Health.
-

-

It is a curious fact, that where-cver we have cut back in our contributions at the UN and her

"organs," China for merely giving UN the funding-shortfall we created, has become the "cherry
on top" ofall such organs. This is wrong, and an insult to our mammoth contributions still
being
contributed, but, incredulously, taken for granted. he WHO ought be defrocked and defunded,
while its function only vital if the forensics are done consistent to high fiduciary duties and
then, it too, as reconstituted, report to the new proposed UN Pandemic Council.
|

-

-

The role and function ol the United Nations is vital and important as ever, as the UNSC, charged
with preventing WWIII has handsomely succeeded, even as the weeds of local and regional wars
have mushroomed. UN is celebrating its 75"" Anniversary. Perfect time for some
"springcleaning," and re-calibration to achieve necessary reforms to better effectuate the high ideals of
the UN Charter, [( is, after all, a paraphrased amalgam of our Declaration of
Independence and
our cherished Constitution, to help form a more perfect world.

Coronavirus as
-

a

matter of biochemistry (sec,
documentary movic on the origins of
the Origin of the Wuhan Coronavirus" (The |" Documentary)

CCP virus Tracking Down
-

hup://voutu.be/CGidd7dtDa YouM
}
)
[
rely upon this cited evidence, see below, as it credibly shows, and credit it, that the "story of
the Wuhan Seafood Market" is a pretext and an
elegant cover-up, which is exposed as such with
biochemistry: China denied there was any "human-to-human" transmission. Well, we know that
to be a Big Lic, as we are all under a Lockdown to
prevent "community spread," ie. human-tohuman transmission. Jon Cohen wrote in the Journal Science, "Wuhan seafood market
may nol
be the source of novel virus spreading globally." In a paper entitled, The clinical features of
1

I

paticnts with 2019 novel coronavirus in Wuhan, China, published in The Lancet, whose first
author [uang Chaolin, Deputy Director of Jin Yin-Tan Hospital, and Dr. Sean Lin, who said:
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[. Symptom onset of the First Patient is on December 1, [2019] had NO relation to the
[Tuanan Seafood market;
[I. No epidemiological link was found between the first patient and later cases;
III. On December 10, [2019], there were 3 more cases, 2 cases ofthe 3 cases had NO
relation to the Huanan Seafood Market;

IV. Since December

15

[2019], a cluster of cases with

a

history of seafood market

exposure have been reported;
V. NO onc sells BATS at the Wuhan Seafood Market and NO

BATS

have been found.

Judy A. Mikovits PhD, Molecular Biologist, Former Director of Lab of Antiviral Mechanisms
NCI said: There were no bats, and the idea of the spread so fast through the population is highly
unlikely and improbable.
There were 99 confirmed cases at Jin Yin-Tan Hospital, of which 50 had NO exposure to Wuhan
Seafood Market.
of the 425 confirmed cases before
January 22 [2020], had NO contact with the Wuhan
Scafood market, albeit, the secondary source of a virus appears to be mushrooming and overshadowing (cover-up) the original breach of the original virus.

45

Danicl Lucey, an epidemiologist at the University of Georgetown said the First case would have
been infected by the virus already in November [2019] if not carlier because there is an
incubation time between infection and symptoms surfacing. [Means Wuhan Seafood Market is a
-

secondary source, not the primary source, and as a result of "community spread," at best, or
separate virus introduced to cover up the carlicr ane, at worst].
¢

a

Gordan Chang, Asian Affairs Expert, and columnist, said: We know that Beijing for six (6)
weeks in December [2019] and January [2020[ suppressed information, before acknowleding on
January 20", and they then started a campaign of suppression of information, and on January 26"
created a panel, and it was very heavy with propaganda officials. Indced, the vice chairman of the
group is the Communist Party's propaganda czar. The Communist Party Group imposed a false
diagnostic criteria, starting with must have contact with Wuhan Seafood market, knowing a
solid one-third of the cases had ZERO contact with Wuhan Seatood Market. Thank God, they
didn't impose a Bat-Bite requirement for their investigation, lence, it was the start ofan
organized cover-up, and to mislead the world as to what China was really up to.
-

|

Gen. Robert Spalding, Senior Fellow Iudson Institute, and former NSC Senior Strategy Director,
was in China when SARS happened. Same playbook.

Critical Evidence 'lhe Mysterious Gene Sequence (from
-

the !st Documentary):

The coronavirus, aka "2019-n-CoV" has a 100% amino acid similarity in the nsp7 and E
proteins with "Bat-SL-CoVZC45" and "Bat-SI-CoVZXC21, but worst ofall, the "2019-n-CoV"
-

has a reversed-cngineered and grafted-on in a lab of the natural-to-bats "receptor-binding"
domain structure, the "mushrooms" on the surface, of the "SARS-CoV" ie. a transplantation of
the Spike Glycuprotein(S), the natural "mushroom" on the surface (of "SARS-CoV" is ina lab
-

-

genetically added/spliced/grafted onto o "2019-n-CoV" which I have, from personal experience,
called a Trojan Horse to have a friendly "handshake," is in fact accurate biochemically as the
-

-
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"receptor-binding" unlocks the human cell, and enters the human body much easier! The SARS'
"Bat-SL-CoVZc45" and "Bat-SL-CoVZXC21" with its natural Bat-based "mushrooms" on the
surface did not enter humans.
-

-

CDC's Error: Curiously,
-

the CDC.Gov site publishes the January 29, 2020 article in The Lancet
which gets into the genome charactcristics of the subject coronavirus, aka "2019-n-coV" aka

"2019-nCov,"

at

(https://www.cde.gov/coronavirus/20 9-ncov/downloads/genomic-characterization-of-2019-nCo
V-Lancct-1-29-2020.pdf), which states the predicate findings, as
"The ten genome sequences of 2019-nCoV obtained from the nine patients were
extremely similar, exhibiting more than 99-98% sequence identity. Notably, 2019-nCoV
was closely related (with 88% identity) to two bat-derived severe acute respiratory
syndrome (SARS)-like coronaviruses, bat-SL-CoVZ.C45 and bat-SL-CoVZXC21,
collected in 2018 in Zhoushan, castern China, but were more distant from SARS-CoV
(about 79%) and MERS-CoV (about 50%). Phylogenetic analysis revealed that
2019-nCoV fell within the subgenus Sarbccovirus of the genus Betacoronavirus, wilh a
relatively long branch length to its closest relatives bat-SL-CoVZC45 and
bat-SL-CoVZXC21, and was genetically distinct from SARS-CoV. Notably, homology
modelling revealed that 2019-nCoV had a similar receptor-binding domain structure to
that (of SARS-CoV, despite amino acid variation at some key residues."
Despite finding that 2019-n-CoV had these "receptor-binding," which is not natural, but was
reverse engincered, like the WHO misleading the world, issued an "interpretation" that
ignores
the non-natural addition of these Spike Glycoprotein to Coronavirus!
|

Allan Poe: Purloined Letter
well recall the famous American mystery wriler, Edgar Allan Poe, who in his "Purloined
Letter" has the subject !ctter hiding in "plain sight" in a letter box on the desk, while everyone
is looking for secret compartments. [lere, the first case had NO
exposure to Wuhan Seafood
Market, and there are NO bats at said market. Henec, Wuhan is secondary source, after
community spread, and can be ignored and discarded as a "cover up." The actual and original
source of the coronavirus is therefore clsewhere. That is an undeniable fact, well
capable of
mecting even the criminal standard of proof "beyond a reasonable doubt." L, therefore charge
China with hiding the actual source of coronavirus, and ignore the fraudulent assertion by the
Chinese Communist Party Propaganda Czar that Wuhan Scafood Market, with zero Bats, has any
value to getting to the source, or finding the most precious item right now across the world: the
most cftective vaccine to this plague from China. China, it appears, is following an old playbook
{

-

-

it developed in

SARS outbreak

The question, then arises: where, oh where, did Coronavirus come ftom?
'Uhe answer, given the reverse-engineered
receptor-binding, my "Trojan Horse" element, which
makes this virus so contagious, since it took a natural element in the two SARS virus, and
spliced
it on to Covid!9 to unlock human auto-immune system/defense,

Why did China allow its citizens to travel the world after November 2019, when she knew there
were coroanvirus (with artificial receptor-binding) cases, which had nothing to do with Wuhan
Seafood Markel? Was this negligence? Was this intentional? cannot prove intent, but
|

negligence, is overwhelming.
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China had a duty to tell the WHO, and the world (not, do a "hit & run"):
The International Health Regulations (2005) are internationally binding rules upon memberstates, which obligate them in handling pubic health issues, especially, for highly transmissible
diseases. Ironically, they were adopted after the 2003 SARS outbreak in China and then too,
China was critized for not promptly disclosing what I have demanded the "Raw Truth." These
rules are enforced by the WHO, China's Lap Dog, and thru the ICJ, Among the Rules violated by
China include, WHO's Article 6 (Not notifying WHO of a Public Health Emergency in
November 2019), article (Un-timely information-sharing during an emergency), Article 64 (not
providing timely epidemiological reports the core violation, given China's active cover-up, and
even substituting Wuhan Seafood Market as a falsc source), and finally, violating the anticorruption regulation, Article 37 (seeking to influence the WHO DG Dr. Ghebreysus, and staff
WHO has played well as a lap dog, and hence, China has violated this Article).
-

-

-

-

7

-

-

Pearl Harbor FDR: "A Day That Will Live in Infamy" when Kamikaze Pilots of the
Imperial Forces of Japan hit us on December 7, 1941 in a sneak attack, but in broad daylight,
their attack started at 7:55 am and lasted till 9:00am, 1 little over an hour, causing, according to
the National Park Service, 1998 Navy personnel, 109 Marines, 233 Army personnel and 48
civilians killed at Pearl Harbor on December 7th, 1941; a total ( of 2388 Americans killed. Still,
-

-

a

the Japanesc airmen were cnemy combatants, and died in service to their Emperor until General
Douglas MacArthur had him abdicate divinity on the deck of the USS Missouri. Here, however,
China used negligently or heaven forbid, intentionally, her everyday unwitting citizen-tourists
and businessmen, contaminated with Coronavirus, to spread the deadly and lab-engincered
-

-

plague of death and destruction, and then covered it up and went 'radio silent." China is
"Hit and Run." If our Government was to find out that we were
criminally guilty at least
Pearl Harbored, even more sneakily than on December 7, 941, then China must lose her UNSC
Permanent Seat, and give the world $100 Trillion in reparations, and disband her military.

of

a

Rule of Law in our Rules-based world The Standard of Proof and Permitted inferences:
-

|

honor the established standard of proof, and permitted inference Civilly, when only
compensation is due, the standard ts "mere preponderence of the evidence," and a "negative
inference' is charged, when a party who ought lo speak up or produce documents, but doesn't,
such party is presumed to be hiding "inculpatory" evidence of said party's guilt. My near 10-day
-

Tweets in seeking to honesty crack the Coronavirus case based upon reliable evidence and a
specific twect, predicated upon faimess, respect and personal honor, to Ambassadors Zhang and
Cui, including, even a tagging of "@China_mfa," sadly, did not cause a tsunami of facts and
documents showing China's innocence to come my way taday.
-

-

Instead. China has "closed" and "covered up" tighter than a drum used in parades. This behavior
violates a core "duty" lo speak up, let alone help find the best Coronvirus vaccine. Accordingly,
on the established rules of law, China is at least guilty (of negligence in proximately causing a
world pandemic, where nearly 2 million people have suffered it's pain and suffering, and nearly
122,000 souls have lost their lives and left their families damaged and fractured. A simple
example: a trucking delivery service has two trucks, one that is a flat-bed, and the other, which is
a closed truck-container. The Owner directs the driver to use the fat-bed truck, laad it
up with
boxes, and then strap them down tightly. The driver, on the road. hits a few bumps, does a few
hard brakes, and the next thing you know, as he is going around a turn his load becomes loose
and shoots across the highway. The cars behind while trying to avoid being "shot al" by the
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bouncing boxes, crash into each other or the road divider, many suffering injuries, and some even
dying. A lawfully negligent driver would stop his truck, get out, and try to help, or at least call
911 for ambulance and police. China didn't do that. China
kept driving, and when asked, told
falsehoods to deceive. Hence, under established laws, China is at least guilty ofa "Hit & Run,"
which is a crime.

Additional facts: China

has cancelled approximately 8 million cell phones in the last 3-4 months
each Chinese citizen is authenticated by their government
by their cell phone. Unless you are
dead, you don't cancel your cell phone. This suggests that China's coronavirus death toll far
exceeds its oficial number of a mere 3,300. Since President trump has
sought to impose fair trade
between us, China's FDI in the United States has dropped from over $45 Billion to
just over $5
-

Billion. This shrinking footprint suggests evasion of expected sanctions for bad acts.

Recommendations and Conclusions to POTUS and U.S, Congress:
1. China owes us civil compensation at least for
negligence, which has been proven the legal
standard in a fair and reasonabe amount, which I recommend match our standard for 9/11 , but
no less than $1 million dollars for every American who tested
positive for Coronavirus, $5
million for every American who died, and $100,000 for every American who has to be "locked
down." Every other nation can negotiate using our good offices of Secretary
Pompeo for their
-

-

-

-

fair and reasonable settlement;

2. China owes criminal "hit & run" sanctions: [ recommend,
given the cover-up, which
exacerbated the injury, pain and suffering globally, as well as avoidable deaths, that China's
ownership of debts in every country for example the $1.21 in China's ownership of our T-Bills
be cancelled. As a further example, it means Sri Lanka's $9 B debt is
cancelled, and she gets
her largest port back. Furthermore, China must vacate Mischief Recf, and
stop all aggression,
such as blocking "freedom of navigation," or just a few
a Vietnamese
-

-

days ago, ramming
fishing
boat, with cight fishermen fishing in Vietnamese waters. This outlaw behavior, coupled with
aggressive and active attempts to buy military cnhancing capacities must stop.

As respectfully told China's distinguished Foreign Minster Wang three years ago in 2017 at the
UNGA, China is inviting a Little War now, or a Big War later and I prefer a Little War now. He
responded, "No War; No War.". The unleashing of global death and suffering with the
coronavirus, a plague upon all of us, is worse than Pearl Harbor, and given its deception, and
later, cover-up, lack any semblance of Honor,
|
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Sen. Chuck Schumer, Leader Kevin McCarthy, Chairma Eliot L. Engel, Ranker McCall,
Chair Carolyn B. Maloney, Ranker Jim Jordan, Chairman-Senator Risch, Ranker-Senator
Bob Menandez, Sccretary Pompco, Secretary Esper, Gov. Andrew Cuomo, Mayor Bill de
Blasio, and A.G. Tish James
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